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NEWS EDITOR

A new proposal to restrict
the use of bicycles and other
vehicles on sidewalks within the
inner core of the University of
Central Florida's main campus
would allow for bicycling between buildings and outside the
inner core.
However, the proposal does
not ban the use of bicycles altogether.
According to the head of the
Sidewalk Safety Committee, Richard Paradise, the exact details
of tJ:ie proposal have been misunderstood. Paradise said the proposal does not ban the use of bicycles on campus, but it does restricts their use within a 1,200feet
radius of the main campus's core.
Paradise specified the difference between the students beingrestricted and being banned

from riding or gliding in the
main area of campus.
"We shouldn't call what the
committee is doing a ban en
bikes," Paradise said, since the
proposal allows bicycles between
buildings and alongGemini
Boulevard's outer rim.
Students supporting bicyclists and rollerbladers complained at the public hearing
Nov. 9. As a result, the committee will consider the student's
complaints and review. the bicycle proposal.
UCF President John Hitt
said,'Theproposed rule has been
·returned to the Sidewalk Safety
Committee for further consid-·
er~tion in light of the objections
. that have been raised to it."
Hitt addressed the proposal in
a written statement presented
Wednesday. He said committees
normallydonotciJ::cu]ateproposed
rules to the president until all
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~----........,trati.on clarifies bicycle restrictions
by Jiii Krueger
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The use skateboards such as this one may be restricted on the sidewalk
between academic buildings at the University's main campus. c0eHoog1FUTuRE>

reviewandhearingprocesseshave
been completed.
·
University General Counsel
Ashmun Brown said, 'The rule in
question has been in the process of
enactment for more than a year."
According to Brown, the pri. mary thrust of the rule is to
prevent a serious accident from
happening in the university's
inner core. Brown referred to
the traffic congestion as an "unhealthy mix of delivery t~cks,
pedestrians, universityvehicles,
bicycles and other conveyances
operating on sidewalks intended
only for walking."
Brown said the committee began the process of adopting the
rule Sept. 18. The proposal is a
resultofthecommittee's work over
the past year.
Hitt said, "I think we owe our
colleagues on the Sidewalk Safety
Comniittee the courtesy of fair
and open consideration of their

_ BIKES continued page 9

Suspect arrested in TitU$ville for car break-ins at Heather Glen
Mark Schlueb
STAFF REPORTER

TITUSVILLE-Police have apprehended a suspect
following a rash of car burglaries that took place near
the UCF campus.
Police arrested Sydney Teartt, 19, of Mims, Fla.,
Monday and charged him with dealing in stolen
property. Teartt is a suspect in several auto burglaries at Heather Glen Apartments Nov. 4.
Authorities in Titusville have beeti investigating
a burglary ring -for several months, according to
Detective Jeff Marean.
"With the help of a confidential informant, we

received information on some breakQins in the university area and were able to focus on Teartt," he
said.
Police recovered about $1500 in property taken in
the burglaries at Heather Glen, including stolen
wheels and stereo equipment.
In addition, authorities in Titusville recovered a
car stolen from the apartment complex and returned
it to its owner.
UCF student Kohwan Mah, who had the wheels,
tires and stereo equipment stolen from his car, was
pleased with the arrest.
"I'm glad my stuff was recovered. It's been more of
a hassle than anything else," Mah said.

CLASSIFIEDS page 9

Detectives from the Orange County Sheriffs Office are expected to charge Teartt with the Heather
Glen burglaries.
Two other suspects have been identified in the
burglaries, and the sheriff's office is working with
authorities in Titusville on the cases.
Thieves struck eight cars at Heather Glen, as well
as several cars at nearby complexes on Nov. 4,
The burglars should be punished severely enough
to keep them from committing crimes in the future,
Mah said.
"There's no point in putting them in jail ifit's just
for a short time," he said. "They'll just get out and do
it again."
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Grade differences cause transfer problems
Since Florida is universities do not have complimentary grade scales, gpas vaty with schools.
a B minus is a 2.75. At either schooL an A plus <;an.not be
received.
STAFF REPORTER
The University of South Florida in Tampa has no plus
Transferring from one Florida State University can or minuses in their grading system.
make a students grade point average higher or lower then
If a student transfers from FSU to UCF with a B plus,
it really is.
hisorhergradepointaveragewouldbelowered.SinceUCF
It would seem to be a simple process but the difference does not have a plus or minus system, a student from FSU
lies in whether the university has a plus or minus grading with a 3.25 would drop to a 3.0 at UCF.
system or just gives a straight A or B.
An academic adviser at Florida State University said,
At UCF there is no plus or min.us system. A student 'The whole process oftransferringfrom one Florida school
strictlyearnseitheranA, B, orC. Numericallyitisonascale to another, whether it isfrom a community college ora four
of 4.0 for an A to a 3.0 for a B.
year university, would be much simpler if all the schools
The University of Florida uses a plus only system. For followed the same grading system."
example a B plus is a 3.5 oi:i the numerical system, and a
Community Colleges in the state ofFloridado not grade
Bis a 3.0, and so on down the scale. At Florida State on a plus or minus system. Valencia Community College
University, they have a plus and minus system. AB plus uses a basic 4.0 scale. Neither Brevard or Daytona Comat FSU is a 3.25 on the numerical system, a Bis a 3.0, and munity Colleges use a plus or minus system and also grade
on a 4.0 systam.
by Heather Asche

•

University grade differences
UCF, VCCiDBCC

4.0 scale
4=A
3=8
2=C

USF

U of F

+orA+=4.0; A=3.75; A-= 3.50
8+=3.25; 8 =3.0; B - = 2.75
C+=2.50; C=2.25; C-=2.0
0+=1.75; 0=1.50; D-=1.25
F+= .75; F-=.50 F=.25

+only
A=4; 8+=3.5; 8=3; C+=2 .5;
C=2 0+=1.5; 0=1; F=O
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by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER
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Terry Andersons- the chief Middle East correspondent
for Associated Press taken host.age by Shiite Muslims on.
March 16, 1985 and held captive for 2,454 days, spoke
about the experience at the UCF Arena Monday night He
is the fir-st lecturer in the Campus Activities Board Distinguished Lecture Series.
During the lecture, Anderson spoke of how he was
abducted, the harsh treatment he received from his capt.ors, and how he adjusted mentally.
On the morningofhis abduction, Anderson was returflingfrom a game oftennis when four armed men threw him
in the back ofaMeroodes. He was one of six Americans and
Britons taken host.age.
"I was playing tennis; then I found myself in hell,"
Anderson said.
Although they held him captive for a long time, he said
there was never a time he didn't feel he would be freed
While he was held hostage, he tried to keep himseJf
strong.
· "I thought about every moment in my life," he said.
"Mostly, though, I thought about the beautiful woman I
was apart from, and cried about her and myself."
- He thought ofhis fiancee, and his daughter who had ·
been born three months after his abduction.He regrets
missing the first seven years ofhis daughter's life and the
time he could have spent with his family.
While held captive, Anderson afi.d the other hostages
were subjected to harsh treatment.
He said that his Muslim caprors chained them to
radiators. Theywouldholdgunstotheirheadsand threaten
to kill them. He said it was days ~ore he was able to stand

Terri Anderson, a former -hostage, address~d students Monday night regarding his
experiences while held captive by Shiite Muslims. (DeHoog/FUTURE>
up and three months before they allowed him to speak. He able to pick out clothing to wear that day.
was also chained to the same person all day for over a year."Sometimeslwantedtodie.Iwasthinkingiftheywould
kill me, my suffering wocld be over."
.
Andersonalsotried to keephimselfin shapebydoingsitups and calisthenics in his cramped cell.
He also spoke of the difficult acljustment to his ego.
"It was difficult rofindhowtoactandstaydignified when
there are men that have total control over you," he said.
After the Gu1fWar, the captors freed Anderson. He said
it was a hard·adjustment coming home. He lost control of
hislife,as well as basic skills suchasshakinghandsorbeing

People enjoyed the lecture and want more speakers to
.
visit UCF.
('I really enjoyed the speech," S'ttident Kerstin Conners
said "i hope they have other speakers come in who have
had enlighting experiences."
"I respect Teny Anderson for putting the past behind
him, and moving on to the future," student Alexis Martin
said. "It'svery motivating listeningtohim. It would be great
to have more motivational speakers talk to us."
Student Government allocated the money to bring
Anderson to UCF.

Registration: Lines move but students still need
Available Seats in General
Education Courses
Spring Semester
As of 11/17/92
ENC 1101
ENC 1102
SPC 1600

227
225
116
1

AMH 2010
AMH 2020

27
23

EUH 2000
EUH 2001
HUM 2211
HUM2230

167

.·

0
135

ARH/LIOTIPHl/THE
MUS

408

MAC/MGF
181
(excludes trig, calculus, &higher lewl math)
STA/CGS
603
(does notinclude STA3023, STA 3032 or higher
level programming courses)
EC02013
495
POS2041
378
PSY/SYG/ant
357
PSC/CHM'PHY
214
(bit in higher level-CHM 2045-chemistry only)
BSC/BOT/GEO/GLY
124
(but in GEO & GL Y only)

overrides. He said that, although the
telephone registration system is closed,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
if students come to his office with
Students registering the second overrides, he will register them.
"An override is like money in the
week of early registration found short
bank,"
Bush said. "It's good any time."
lines and a short list of open classes in
He
said
the colleges are working
some colleges.
with
the
students
and trying to take
When registration closed Friday,
16, 739 students had register~d com- care of students who need a course for
pared to 16,128 for the same time last a pre-requisite or who are graduating.
He said, "You've got to go see them
year,
As classes filled, many students had (advisors). You've got to talk to them. I
to settle for alternate courses instead think the colleges have been very cooperative."
of their original choices.
Some students had already gotten
"I got most of what I wanted, but had
overrides
and came back to add classes.
to take my second choice for some
classes," said Marcus Briggss a fresh- Derek Brett, a senior mojoring in preman majoring in computer engineer- law, worked ~s a student assistant at
registration at the Student Center.
ing.
Because some of the classes they Brett said, "Everyone's been asking
needed were closed, students had to about overrides. I've been telling them
to go directly to the professor of the
obtain overrides.
Registrar Dr. John Bush said each class, so that if there is a waiting list
college has its own policy on giving they can get their name on it."
by Deborah Ainsworth

ove~des

Therese Master~ a freshman who
plans to major in physical therapy,
registered Friday afternoon. She said,
"I got two classes I need, but I have to
get three overrides. The overrides are
for general courses, and if I can't get
these classes, I can't move on."
Despite the addition of hundreds of
additional classes, many courses, particularly in the sciences, were closed.
Dr. StuartLilie, dean ofundergraduate studies, said, "The sciences are
clearly the pressure points and they
are the hardest courses to add because
of the need for lab space and specialized teachers. We are looking at adding
more courses and more labs."
Lilie said English classes were in
high demand in the past, but the addition of more Engish classes eliminated
some of the difficulty in getting English courses that meet the general
education requirements.
REGISTRATION continued page 5
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Writers Series brings world to UCF.campus
Latest in series pairs New Zealand and Cambodian writers -· at once close and worlds·apart
by Biii CUshlng
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In the geographical scale of things,
New Zealand and Vietnam are relatively
close - only S;bout 3000 miles apart.
Socially, however, there could hardly
be two more different lands and that
dichotomy was reflected in Monday's
presentation of the UCF World Writers
SeriesasStevanTreleavenEldred-Grigg,
a novelist from New Zealand, and U Sam
Oeur, a Cambodian poet, presented their
life stories and their work to a board
room filled with faculty, students, staff
and visitors.
Where Oeur had to use his upbringing
on a farm as a means of covering his
identity as an intellectual and writer,
Eldred-Grigg declared, "I was brought
up in a society where, by definition, nothing happened."
Where Oeur has not seen his wife or
family since September of 1992 and his
property has since been impounded by
the Communist government in power in
Cambodia, Eldred-Grigg is a revered
writer in a country which he called "moderately peaceful."
The afternoon opened with EldredGrigg introducing himself within the
context of his country. Noting that the
founding ofNew Zealand as one of polite
order and negotiation.
Even his family life was one of mod. eration where one could be either "a
little bit amusing [or indulge in] a quiet ·
melancholy."
"Happy are those with no history,"
Eldred-Grigg said, recalling a saying he
heard from a teacher early in his life. "I
believed all this stuff."
The constant messages of a bloodless
past forced Eldred-Grigg to tum to history because of the excitement inherent
in the "violence, poverty, reality of the
past."
After studying history, Eldred-Grigg

turned to writing, trying first t-0 write
about universal problems, only to find
that "in the end, I had to come home and
write about my family."
Reading from his novel "The Shining
City," a work that is a metaphor for the
plastiC', aluminum and veneers developed in the '60s whjch became covers for
the cities themselves. In the book, he
exposestheundercurrentshiddenbythe
success, stoicism and smug satisfaction
of the suburbs.
"Part of the attraction of suburbia to
me is its tragedy and pathos," he said.
Moving from the staid serenity of New
~and's middle class, the t.alk turned to
the ''killingfields" ofVietnam, as well as the
extended language of Eldred-Griggs novel
to the economy of Oeur's poetry.
"I am not a professional poet," Oeur
said, pointing out that he wf.s educated
at the engineering school in Cambodia.
Oeur did not begin writing poetry
until 1965, when he was studying engineering at Georgetown Ul}iversity.
Transferring to the west coast, he began
graduate studies in industrial engineeringwhen some ofhis work was published
andbroughttotheattentionofAmerica's '
State DepartmentAyearlater,hewasaskedtoleaveLos
Angeles to study writing at Iowa.
After returning to Cambodia and witnessing the fall of the city to communist
rule, he commented that, although he intended to leave, "because of my commit.
ment to democracy, I could not get out."
Oeur became part of a 1990 democratic movement. Eventually, it leaders
were subject to death but, Oeur noted,
the government "was always shooting
the wrong people." ·
Eventually reinvited to Iowa last September, Oeur's poetry has been banned
and is not allowed to be read there.
He has been living in America ever
since and now hopes to relocate to the
United States permanently.

•

•
Cambodian poet u Sam Oeur addresses faculty and students as
Stevon Treleaven E~dred-Grigg looks on. <Bm cush1ng1FUTURE>

Dorm.shooting sparks search
by Mark Schlueb
STAFF REPORTER

• Three unidentified men are being
sought by police for firing a pellet gun
into two students' room in Osceola Hall.
Justafterlam.onNov.9,threemenran
byToddPoxon'sandSt.ephen Young's room
and shot into the room once. At the same
time, the men threw wat.er balloons at the
dorm room's doorway.
Poxon and Youpg said they
had no enemies and knew ofno
rivalries which may have
prompted the attack, according to police reports.
Although neither student
was injured in the attack, both
agreed to prosecute the attackers if apprehended by police.

together. The thief took Vialpando's radar
detector and about $20.
The car's odometer indicated the thief
drove the car about 30 miles before returning it, Vialpando said in a police
report.
• Police arrested Thomas Keams for
marijuana possession.
At about 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 12, Sgt.
Troy Williamson saw Kearns sitting in a
parked car with an expired tag.
When he approached Keams,
he saw him packing a pipe.
Police determined the pipe
contained marijuauna, and issued Kearn a notice to appear
in court.

• Thieves tried to steal a car
from campus Saturday night.
4ccordingto -police rnnort.Q Hu:>v o'hn+_
•A car was stolen from lot C the night of tered a window on Tian Yu's car between
Nov. 9 but was later recovered elsewhere 5:30 and 10:30 p.m. while it was parked
in lotA-6.
on campus.
Burglars broke part of the ignition
Leonard Vialpando's reported his1988
Honda CRX stolen Nov. 10. He and Offi- console and attempted to start the car
cer John Pellerin discovered the car in unsuccessfully.
Yu, 26, had no belongings stolen from
LotB.
The car's ignition had been pulled from the car.
the steering column and the wires twisted

The Central Florida Future needs energetic and adventurous Advertising Representatives to help sell advertising space in our energetic and adventurous publication. If you are interested, please
come by the Future Business Office on Libra drive or call 823-2601.
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Students gather at Wild Pizza for Karaoke
UCF students join millions who have taken up the Japanese entertainment answer to /ip-synching
Jennifer M. Burgess

•

•
•

•

STAFF REPORTER

About 100 students gathered in The Wild Pizza Tuesday night . to hear and sing
their favorite songs at Karaoke
night, sponsored by the Campus Activities Board.
Gordon Adams, sophomore, silenced the audience
by singing "Misty." He said
he he could have sung the
song better if he had memorized the words and did not
have to read them from the

moitor in front of him. After
the song, Adams, who sings
in the university choir, received a standing ovation
from the audience.
"I was really disappointed
in how I did, but then I
looked up and people were
standing," said Adams.
In order to participate, students picked the song they
were going to sing from a book
containing a selection of more
than 3,000 songs. The number
of people singing was. limited
only to how many people couid

fit on the Wild Pizza stage. ers Elizabeth Blackbum and
After the performance the sing- Carlos Bonilla said they were
ers received an audio tape of reluctant to get on stage and
their performance.
were havingfunjust watching
Freshman Jason Montilla others sing, They said they
sang Groovey Kind Of Love would be able to get on stage
and deicated the song to his and sing if they had the comgirlfriend, who lives in Coral fort of a large group of friends
Springs. Montilla said he sang on stage with them.
that particuliar song because
According to Alan Byrd, the
most requested songs were
"it's sort of like our song."
"I'm going tG bring it [the ''You've Lost that Lovin; Feeltape] back home next week- ing," "Twist and Shout," "Born
end. I want to be there when to Be Wild" and any song sung
she hears it," said Montilla. by Elvis.
First-time Karaoke watchByrd, who works for United

.

Sound, Inc., has been hosting
Karaoke for three years. He
says he enjoys meeting new
people while doing his job, but
dislikes dealing with drunks.
"There's never a dull moment," he said.
Byrd, who will begin taking classes at UCF next semester, said the craziest
song he can remember was
sung by several dru n k Germans.
"They sang 'New York,
New York' in a German accent," Byrd said.
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He also said the university
added sections of foreign language classes. Students who
were on wait lists have already
been registered forforeign language classes.
Lilie said the chemistry, hie
ology and physics classes are
now closed. The university
The Society for Professional Journalists _and the Central Florida
I
I
plans to. add more classes in
Future urge you to ·join a protest against the proposed banning of
I
·I
the higher demand areas and
, bicycles. skateboards and rollerblades on the UCF campus.
I
~-T·
I
possibly eliminate some low
Meetthis Fridayat8:15a.m. infrontoftheAdministr~tion Building and
I
..
I
enrollment courses.
bike. skate or blade to the UCF Arena, where we will then attend the
I
I
"Many students and profesState Bo~rd of Regent~ meeting s~heduled for 9:00 a.m. Bring
I
.·
.
I
sors forget that part of the idea
of early -r~gistration is so that
posters. signs a.nd a desire to be the instrument of change. Best yet.
I
~
·
I
we
can look at where the prescut out our handy "Button" on the right, and wear in as a symbol of
sure
points are and make adsolidarity, and help Save the Wheels!
I. 1 .
_.._
. .. ,
justments," Lilie said. .
There are still general edu-i•t-"----:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::;;;;;;:;::;;;:-----::======================================:::::--il cation courses available, ~but
Mad about that 'bike ban?~
~
&~
not necessarily at desirable
~
times.
Yoice your displeasure!
(1/(//1
"Not getting the time you
The Central Florida Future is organizing a
want is not the same as not
getting a class,,, Bush said: "A
protest to the proposed banning of bicycles,
skateboards and rollerblades on the UCF
lot of students want their
classes from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
That just isn't possible."
campus.
·
Lilie said students in most
We want to meet this Friday at 8:15 a.m. in
front of the administration building and bike,
·
colleges will be able to add
skate or blade to the UCF Arena, where we
classes as new sections are
will then attend the State Board of Regents
(~~.-.I-added to the schedule.
r "'
· Although the registration
meeting scheduled for 9:00 a.m.
Bring posters, signs and a desire to be the
~~ ~ (
system worked well most of
instrument of change.
U.,) (
the week, the system showed a
Call Frank at 823-6397 for further
/
I
few glitches. The telephone
·
system was down for more than
information
three hours Wednesday.
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Balloons & Bears
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Coin laundrymat

•

11624 E. Colonial Drive
(Across from the Frat House and
behind Discount Auto Parts)
(407) 273-2503

•
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• Mountain • Road • Beach • Adult Trike • Kids Bikes
• Export • Rental • Sales
• Professional Service & Repair
•Accessories• Clothing• Helmets• Racks .
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STUDENT SPECIALS
• Take 10% off of full service wash-dry-fold
when you present your valid student I.D.
• Free dry on Thursday (4 - . 10:30 P.M.)
with purchase of a self-serve wash
• Buy 7 loads of laundry and get your 8th
wash Free!

<(

~~ * ~

Hours

KISSIMMEE
lK. UNDEAtilll

275-3976

438-8484

12473 S. Orange Blossom Tr
(Southchase Village)

M-F

Sa-Su

8:00 A.M. - 10:30 P.M:
7:30 A.M • ...; 10:30 P.M:

'Last wash must start no later than 9:30 P.M.

Heather Hitchcock, a sophomore majoring in English, said,
"I started calling around 10:30
a.m. and didn't get through
until after 3 p.m. I either got a
busy signal or it rang and the
machine didn't pick it up."
Hitchcock said most of the
courses she wanted were closed
and she had to pick alternates.
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Military and church
come kicking and
to2000
wo recent events have brought the issue
of sex into the forefront once again.
We are speaking about the decision by the
Anglican Churchtoallowwomento be ordained as
priests and a U.S. District court's ruling prohibiting the Navy from firing Petty_ Offcer Keith
Meinhold for admitting he is homosexual.
The idea· of·women priests has caused a
major controversy, not only within the Church
· ofEngland but in other religious communities
as well: This new development in liturgical
· practice is even on the agenda for this week's
national conference of Catholic bishops in
Washington D.C.
What we would like to know is why? .
Are there really people out there who believe
that only a man can possess the spirituality,
. compassion and knowledge necessary to receive holy orders? Evidently so.
In the wake ofthis decision, tholiSands ofmembers ofthe Church ofEngland are_threatening to
leave it, citing abandonment of tradition
It is fallacious to argue that males have an
exclusive hold on the priesthood because .the
God and Christ figures are traditionally perceived as male. We believe women priests
represent a positive change in this status quo.
Few could argue that churches ofall denomina~
tions have faced unprecedented challenges in
current times.
This being the case, we feel that dismissing
out of hand an entire segment of the religious
population solely on the basis of gender is not
only unwise, it is dangerous. Women will offer
a new perspective on the well-intentioned but
embattled idea of religion~ and if even one
person is reached. by this new perspective, who
could say it wasn't worth it?
On the subject of homosexuals in the mill~
tary, we are encouraged by the recent court
decisfon allowing gays to keep their jobs.
It absolutely astounds us that perfectly good
military officers and enlisted personnel are
being forced out of their jobs because of their
sexual preferences. If a man or woman has
demonstrated the ability to lead, how can the
fact that he or she is gay have any possible
bearing on this ability?
Fortunately, President-elect Clinton has
promised to bring the armed fo~ces into the
twentieth century in this regard. As we approach the beginning ofanew century, it would
be nice ifthe antiquated modes ofthinking that
have dominated institutions such as organized
religion and the U.S. military could be left
behind, making way for new and enlightened
ideas and people - of all genders and proclivities - with the courage to see these ideas
through.
Truly, in times such as these, we cannot
afford to waste a single one of us.
Sandra Pedicini
Jenny Duncanson
Cliff VanZandt
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael OeHoog
Rafael Cardozo
Robert Offermann
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Inbred.and senile portion of
electorate turns out in droves
Brian Costello.
LE SOAPBOX

T

he election's over, and in today's spine-tingling
column, some closing thoughts before our political opinions go back to the attics ofour minds and
the bumper's of our cars. -Fantasy I had during the VP
debate: rm Dan Quayle's caddie. When no one's looking
I take a nine iron out of his bag·and proceed to give the
spoiled rotten weasel the beating he's deserved all his
life. Ouch! Kinda hurt to watch Stockdale. Like
Reagan without his cue cards. 'To make fun of his
performance requires as much wit as it takes to slag
the on-campus restaurants. DUring the debate I
figured that only lame fifth-rate comedians would
point out how bad Stockdale was and sure enough,
Arsenio Hall was there telling the only kinds ofjo~es
he knows how to tell: the cheap and easy kind. I guess
he thought it was funny though, judging from how
hard he laughed at his own jokes. For the Senate, I
voted for one Jesus H. Christ. He was unable to beat
almighty Senator Graham, but I guess that's just as
well. If Jesus ran, he would obviously be smeared by
Republicans as a bleeding heart who wants to raise
taxes to help theJeast of our people. He may be funny
at times, but let's face it: Bush (sic) Limbaugh is a
mere shill for the .Republican Party, a three hour
infomercial, with all calls screened and all real dee
bate avoided. Speaking of infomercials, what if the
Juiceman had 60 million to spend? Would 20 percent
of American voters be guzzling apple and parsley
juice? Pretty deep, huh? The same people who made
. that godawful "How Do You Talk to an Angel" song by

the Heights-#1 on the music charts were the same ones
who were talked into choosing instead of losing this
election year by Kurt Loder and MTV. I'm sure
MTV's heart was in the right place, but when all is
said and done, dempcracy is better served when its
kept a way from the mall zombies, Bon Jovi fans, and
Luke Perry sidebum fetishists. Kudos to the College
Democrats, the least annoying political group on
campus, While the "happy happy joy joy" Republicans were busy doing clever things like putting
Clinton's economic plan on a pink slip (get it), and the
Perotistas were flapping their arms like Nixon on
speed, the Democrats were nice and mellow. Thank
You. It's a crying shame that there weren't any exit
polls taken of the senile and inbred portions of the
Florida electorate; it might be revealing. How was it
that term limits were passed by a 3 to 1 margin, yet
every incumbent around here was re-elected? The
only rat~onal explanation that I have is that the
inbred populations from places like Bithlo and,
AStatula and the senile of St. Petersherg and Miami
must have turned out in droves.
As a way of saying"Congratulation's" to Al and Tipper
for a gob well done, I'm going to mail a tape of various
songs that the
·
whole Gore family will cherish. ·The tentative list
includes "Orgasm Addict" by the Buzzcocks1 "The
Shah Sleeps in Lee Harvey's Grave" by the Butthole
Surfers, and "Too Drunk to (tcertain f word that
rhymes with "duck") by Dead Kennedys. Any ideas
for songs on the "Gore Family ol'Time Sing-A-Long"
tape would be greatly appreciated.
I have nothing more to say except thank you and may
God Bless the United States of America for having the
decency to fire George Bush.
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Household pets protect in innovative ways
DaveBany
•
•
•

•
•

•

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

T

he man was standing right outside our master
bathroom. He couldn't see Beth and me, standing in the hallway, but w~ could see him clearly.
His face was covered with a stocking mask, which
distorted his features hideously. He was dressed all in
black, and he had a black plastic bag stuck in his back
pocket.
He was using a screwdriver to open our sliding glass
door.
You always wonder what you're going to do in a
situation like this. Run? Fight? Wet your pants?
rm not experienced with physical violence. The last
fight I had was in eighth grade, when I took on John
Sniffen after school because he let the air out ofmy bike
tires. Actually, I didn't KNOW that he did this, but he
was the kind of kid who WOULD hav.e, and all the
other suspects were a lot larger than I was.
The man outside our house was also larger than I
am. He jerked the screwdriver sideways and opened
the door. Just like that, he was inside our house, maybe
six feet from where Beth and I were standing.
Then he saw us. For a moment, nobody spoke.
"CUT!" yelled the director.
"Way to go, Ozzie!" I said to the stocking-masked
man.
"Looking good!
Looking criminal!" "I'm wonderingifhis bag is too dark
to show up," said Beth.
Everybody wants to be a director.
Anyway, as you have guessed, bzzie wasn't a real
burglar. He was part of a production crew that was
using our house to shoot a promotional video for the
company that installed our burglar alarm. Here in
South Florida it's standard procedure to h&ve burglar
alarms in your house, your car, your workplace, and, if
you've had expensive dental work, your mouth.
I like having an alarm in our house, because it gives
me the security that comes from knowing that trained
security personnel will respond instantly whenever I

u/1~1i

trigger a false alarm. I do this every day at 6 a.m., when
I get up to let out our large main dog, Earnest, and our
small emergency backup dog, Zippy. rm always in a big
hurry, because Zippy, being about th-e size of a hairy
lima bean (although less intelligent), has a very fast
digestive cycle, and I need to get 1iim right outside.
So I fall out of bed, barely conscious, and stagger to
the back door, where both dogs are waiting, and I open
the door and BWEEPBWEEPBWEEP I realize that I
have failed to disarm the alarm svstem.
Now I have a problem. Because within seconds,
the voice of the Cheerful Lady at the alarm company
is going to come out of the alarm control panel,
asking me to identify myself, and unless I give her
the Secret Password, she's going to cheerfully notify
the police. So I stagger quickly over to the pan~l. But
this leaves Earnest and Zippy alone out Qn the patio.
·Theoretically, they can get from the patio to our back
yard all .by themselves. They used to be prevented
from doing this by a screen enclosure around the
patio, but thanks to Hurricai:ie Andrew, most of this

enclosure is now orbiting the Earth. The hurricane did
NOT blow away the screen door, however. It's still
standing there, and the dogs firmly believe that it's the
only way out. So - I swear rm not making this up instead of going two feet to the left or right, where
there's nothing to prevent them from simply wandering out into the yard, theytrotdirectlytothedoor, stop,
then turn around to look at me with a look that says,
"Well?"
"GO OUTSIDE!" I yell at them as I lunge toward the
alarm control panel. 'THERE'S NO SCREEN ANYMORE, YOU MORONS!"
"I beg your pardon?" says the Cheerful Alarm Lady,
because this is not the Secret Password .
· "Bark," says Earnest, who is trotting back toward
the house, in case I am telling her that it's time to eat
"Grunt," says Zippy, as his internal digestive timer
reaches zero and he detonates on the patio.
We do this almost every morning. We're very dependable. In fact, if some morning I DIDN'T trigger a
false alarm, I think the Cheerful Alarm Lady would
notify the police.
"You'd better check the Barry residence," she'd say.
"Apparently something has happened to Mr. Barry. Or
else he's strangling one ofhis dogs." So the alarm people
have been very nice to us, which is why we let them use
our house f9r the video. It had a great Action Ending,
wherein Ozzie runs out our front door, and an armed
~ecurity man drives up, screeches to a halt, leaps out,
puts his hand on his gun and yells "FREEZE!" This is
Ozzie's. cue· to freeze and look concerned inside his
stocking. They shot this scene several times, so there
was a lot of commotion in our yard.
Fortunately' in South Florida we're used to seeing
people sprint around with guns and stocking masks, so
the activity in our yard did not alarm the neighbors.
("Look, Walter, the Barrys planted a new shrub."
"Where?" "Over there, next to the burglar.")
Anyway, the point is that our house is well-protected.
alarm system is there in case we ever need
it, which I doubt we will, because - thanks to Zippyonly a (ool would try to cross our patio on foot.
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Letters

• NOT LAUGHING
What a sadjoke is that photo ofRafael
• Cardozo's in the Nov. 10th issue of the
Future! WhatJrind ofjustification allows
that kind of sickness? I can't see the
• glimmer ofhumor for the smug crack at
Dr. Hitt's name (Hitt-ler).
If the so-called artist doesn~t agree
• with the impending ban on bicycles and
skateboards on the campus walkways,
couldn't a more intelligent and worthy
approach be considered? Wouldn't this
be the fair thing for your readers?
If that ";joke" is worth a laugh, it's only
for its stupidity.
•
Manny Aro
E"l!lish

•SAYING TOO MUCH
You are absolutely correct in observing that Dr. Hitt is responsible to the
students of UCF and that the bike-ban
situation should have bean handled more

responsibly. However, the metaphor
which you drew last Tuesday and Thursday said a lot more to many people than
you meant to imply,
To many people Hitler was not merely
someone who quietly "maneuvered himself into a position of power." He was a
heinous beast who masterminded the
Holocaust, the mass extermination of 11
million human beings. For the many of
us whose families were terrorized by his
insanity, Hitlerrepresents the most cruel
and horrible elements of humanity.
To compare Dr. Hitt, a respected and
decent human being, to one of the worst
calamities ever to have befallen mankind is just not funny. Not only is this a
terrible and disrespectful insult to the
president of this university, but it also
dishonors the memory of those who perished in the Holocaust.
Unfortunately, your very valid message was lost in a parody which was not
sensitive to the connotations which you
inadvertently implied.

Ana G. Bugdadi
Arts & Sciences

• DEHUMANIZING HITT
I was surprised and disturbed by the
depiction of President Hitt as Hitler in
the November 10, 1992 Future. The initial picture was the product of one stu
dent, but the November 10 Future gave
the imprimatur of the editorial board to
this picture and justified the use of
Hitler's image. That saddened and disheartened me.
I have thought about why I was so
saddened and disheartened by the editorial and I would like to share my reasoning with you and the university community. First, I use the words university
community, and this reflects my sense of
theuniversity:itisacommunityoflearning, of service, of scholarship, among
other things. For a community to exist
there must be civility and respect for the
integrity of each individual. The por0

trayal of President Hitt as Adolf Hitler,
in image or substance, is destructive to
the process of discourse. It is destructive
because it demonizes and dehumanizes
an individual. It is destructive because it
impedes civil discourse. It is destructive
because it compares a relatively minor
issue, the process by which President
Hitt and the university moved to ban
bicycles and skateboards from the university campus, with a major, catastrophic issue, the process by which a
nation was moved to participate in the
destruction of millions of innocent lives
and the making of a world war.
Total barbarity and evil are symbolized by_the Hitler image. The Skinheads
and neo-Nazi racist groups use Hitler's
image because they seek to dehumanize
and 'destroy. This is what was conveyed
when the ;image and allusion to Hitler
was used in the Future. The editors of
the Future have a right to be angry when
LETTERS continued page 8
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Letters
Administrator jumps on bandwagon; defends mtt and ·decries Future political parody

L

ast week the Central
Florida Future presented the UCF community with a curious spectacle. The campus Sidewalk
Safety Committee had proposed a rule which was offered for public comment, a
step required before the rule
is forwarded to the President
for review arid possible adopDean McFall
tion.Findinghimselfinstrong
disagreement with the rule,
the editor ofthe Future published a composite photograph
superimposing the head ofthe University President on the
bodyofAdolfHitleraccompaniedbyaplayonthePresident's
name and a manufactured quotation implying that the
President endorsed the proposed rule.
Avisitor to campus wiacquainted with this controversy
must surely be wonderingwhatthisdre~proposed rule
would do. Would it ban books, infringe academicfreedom~
censor art or plays? Surely it must involve a core academic
freedom to inflame the editors passion so deeply as to lead
· him to suggest that the University President is the equivalent of one of the monsters of h\Jman history. No, the
Sidewalk Safety Committee proposed, wisely ornot, to ban
bicycles and skateboards from the 1,200-foot radius ofthe
center of the UCF campus. The Committee's actions were
altogether proper wider University procedures. They had
proceeded to a process ofpublic comment after circulating
aproposedruletothevicepresidents,thechairpersonofthe
faculty senate, ·and the senior counsel and direct.or of
governmental relations: Notices of the public hearing, in
fact, wereforwardedto all buildingmanagers with instructions t.oposttheinformation. The Future andUCF Student
GoVemment were included in the distribution. O;nce the
public comment phase is accomplished, the proposed rule
is sent to the Presid~nt for consideration. Without taking
the trouble to inquire whether the President supported the
proposed rule, or whether he was even aware of it, the
Future proceeded to.vilify him in a way that offends all
standards of decency.

LETTERS
FROM PAGE 7
they perceive that the University President is abusive of his power. But the
anger should not be employed to destroy
and alienate; the response should be
commensurate with the offense. The
university is my community as well as
yours, and I value it highly. It saddens
me when the level of discourse by the
editorial board of the campus newspaper: is used to destroy civility and dehumanize an individual.
Mark Stern
Professor, Director, University Honors Program

•TAKING THE BLAME
Your recent coverage of the proposed
sidewalk safety rule has reached a new
low in journalism.
In the first place, the rule in question
has been in the pocess of enactment for
more than a year before President Hitt
was selected to · head this University.
The primary thrust of the rule is to
prevent a serious accident from happening in the inner core of the University,
which has an unhealthy mix of delivery
· trucks, pedestrians, wiiversity vehicles,
bicycles, and other conveyances operating on sidewalks intended for walking.
The significant fact: President Hitt
was not aware that the rule was in process, and under the procedures followed
in enacting rules, there is no reason why
he should have been informed at this
jwicture. The rule was submitted to this
office to begin the process of adoption on
September 18, 1992. It was the result of
much work done by the committee over
an extended period of time. The rule
went to the Advisory Council on October
1, 1992 for comments, and at the same
time was furnished to building managers for posting on bulletin boards in

A sophomoric prank by someone miraculously ignorant
ofHitler's monstrous nature, thathe was amass murderer
responsible for the deaths ofmillions? Amoment.ary lapse
from the rules of civilized conduct by one who will soon
realize the wisdom ofthe dictum that we should strivet.o be
able to disagree witlwut being disagreeable and that all
members ofour University community, even its President,
are entitled t.o be treated with dignity and respect? Well, we
could hope... at least until the next edition in which the
editor offered his rationale for his publicatfon of the photo.
Let's examine the Editor's published rationale. The compositephoto and manufactured quotation werejustified,he
said, because the University President, like Hitler was
quietly, surreptitiously gatheringpower. What nonsense!
First, it is ludicrous to oompare the operation of a
University committeeperforming its work wider the regulations ofthe State University System, and the University
of Central Florida and the laws of Florida and the United
States to the machinations of the late, unlamented Nazi
dictator. Further, any powers the President has were
conferred by his election to the pr~sidency by the Board of
Regents bypublicvote.afterrecommendation bythe Chancellor. These powers are defined by law and regulationy
bowided by custom of self-restraint and collegiality,,and
could only be diminished by the kind of clwnsy machinations implied by the editor.
Secondly, the notion that Hitler and his Nazi party
accumulated power oovertly is laughable. To their shame
and regret, many did not take Hitler seriously, but there
was nothing secret or subtle about his arrogation ofpower
. t.o himself and the Nazi party. It was an overtly stated
principle of the Nazi party t.o concentrate power in its
leader, who woUldacton behalfofthe German people as an
all-powerful, all-knowing l~ruier of the State.
Asfurtherjustificationforthe"parody," the editor states
that the University President either knew about the proposed rule and was insensitive to the needs of students or
didn't know about and had, therefore, shirked his responsibilities to the students. Perhaps, in an authoritarian
dictatorship, it would be r~nable to think that a presi- dent (or fuhrer) would be all-knowing and all-powerfulaware of all actions real and possible and able to st.op so

. every building on campus. This is routine, and all rules follow the same procedure. An advertisement was run, as required by law~ in the Orlando Seiitinel
and a hearing date was set for November
9, 1992. Hearings are not held unless
they are reque$ted. As a matter of historical accuracy, this was only the third
hearing ever requested on this campus
with respect to a proposed rule.
Rules are also sent to the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee in
Tallahassee for their comments. Almost
invariably, the JAPC does comment on
the form of rules, and will make suggestions froni their standpoint ofoverseeing
the whole process as it takes place in
every agency in the state.
This procedure was explained several
times at the hearing, which I conducted
and which was attended by at least one
representative of the Future. Contrary
to the facts, the Future has taken th~
position that the President not only knew
about the rule, but somehow was the
instigator of the rule. ·
This is not true, nor was the Future or
any other person· ever so advised.
To the Future and to anyone else who
might be interested, might I suggest that
it would be appropriate to picket my
office, 350 Administration Building, to
complain about the rule making process.
Obviously,1.cannotchangethelawofthe
state of Florida, but as the University's
~neral Counsel, and incidentally a
member of the sidewalk safety committee, I had infinitely more to do with the
rule than the President did. I knew about
it, was involved in hammering it out,
participated actively in the many months
it has taken to reach any kind of agreement with respect to it, and supervised
the process wehreby the adoption process was, and is being, conducted.
As the ~neral Counsel, my job is to
make sure that the law is followed with

much as a tentative proposal dead in its tracks ifhe or she
disagreed with it.
Thankfully, UCF and other universities worthy of the
name have more democratic systems ofgovernance.Members ofa university commwiity share power and responsibility, trusting one another and the system rL governance
t.o provide good, and largely self-correcting, regulations.
There are literally dorens of committees at wmk all over
campus, many of them dealing with matters of considerable importance. To imagine that a President could, or
should, be aware oftheir eveiy potential recommendatien
is silly; to even suggest that only recommendations the
President agrees with might be put forward for public
comment, discussion, and possible adoption is downright
frightening. That would require exactly the kind ofNazilike dictat.orship the Future's edit.or invokes in his illconceived fantasy.
Indeed, for all the sound and fw-y, what seems to be
happening in this case is illustrative of the inherent
efficacy and self-correcting nature of our system of
shared governance. Those who find the rule objectionable, aided by factual reporting in the news section of
the Future, are making their wishes and opinions
known. One expects the committee to weigh them
carefully before forwarding any recommendation to the
President for possible action. If any recommendation
reaches the President's desk for consideration, he will "
have adequate opportunity to know that it has provoked controversy and to seek counsel from a number
of quarters before acting on it.
It is an exquisite irony of this situation that the President has expressed reservations about the wisdom and
practicality of the proposal to ban bicycles from the inner
campus. The editor of the Future could easily have discov- •
ered this with a phone call and saved himselfand his paper
much shame, embarrassment and loss of respect from
educated and fair-minded people. But, then, we would
know much less than we now do about the editor'sjournalistic standards.

Dean McFall
Assista'nt Vice PresUknt for University Relations

university's Food Service Evaluation
Committee. Serving on this committee
will afford Brian the opportunity to af- .
feet policy decisions and hopefully effect (
change in food service operations at UCF.
Editorials and commentaries are generally open-ended complaints, sometimes
founded on nothing more than a whim,
which really doesn't offer much of any- ,
thing in the way of solutions.
rm offering to you a solution to your
problems and complaints about Student
Government and the status quo here at
UCF. Here's the offer: call me up, come by '1
Student Government, or stop by my new
Student Government Outdoors station
(Thursdays) and tell me what's on your
mind Together, we will find a way for you
to get involved in enhancing the course of
your experience at UCF.AllI ask is that you f\
come talk t.ome. Without solid information,
an understanqmgofthe process, and without knowing how you can help your own
situation, then complaining accomplishes
nothing.
Student Government provides a lot of
services u.tili7.ed by a lot of people on camAshmun Brown pus, Student Government fulfills what it is
General Counsel mandated to in State statutes, but first and
foremost Student Government works for •
•GETTING INVOLVED
you. Student Government is in the advocacy business, a business with the charge rL
. Students, step forward. Student Govrepresenting your interest in all facets rL •
ernment is continually criticized by this
student life at UCF.
newspaper's editors ·as well as some stuWith respect to representation, we will
dents around campus with several allecoordinate
whatever efforts are necessary •
gations: unresponsive, self-serving,
to make sure that "bikers", "boarders" and
closed. Students, step forward.
"bladers" are not discriminated against on
"How do I step forward?" You say...
our sidewalks. The responsibility of safety
well, it's not tough. Brian Costello found
lies with those who choose to take advanhow easy it was just last week when he
tageofalternativetransportationmethods.
wrote a campus commentary entitled
We
will attempt t.o dismantle this adminis"How do you whip food, anyway?" crititrative
policy through regular channels.
cizing Marriott Food Services and laying
However, we may need active student supunsubstantial blame for these perceived
inadequacies in my lap. He stepped for- port and possible protest. You can count on
ward. I called the morning his commen- us. Can we cowit on you?
Jason A DiBona
tary ran and asked him to serve on the
Seni.or, Pre-Med.

respect tothewholerulemakingporocess.
It has been followed meticulously in this
case. As a member of the sidewalk safety
committee, I know of the good will of the
other members of the committee, and of
their concern for safety rather than wait
for a tragedy of some kind to happen and
then respond after the fact.
The purpose ofthe process is to permit
other views to be voiced, ruid they are
being voiced. The process is accomplishing exactly what it was intended to ac
complish.
.
But for the sake of accuracy, please ·
find out the facts before you start throwing stones. The one person on campus
who was NOT involved in the process;
because the process had not reached that
stage, was the President
Tho8e of iny generation find the reference t.o Hitler disgusting and demeaning.
While it may have been the product of
adolescent ignorance and immaturity, it is
nevertheless damaging to the person involved. Repeating the libel when the truth
wasknownisbeneathcontempt. Youshould
be ashamed ofyourselves.

•
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• GREEK CORNER
•
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PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a Phi Theta Kappa meeting on Tuesday, December 1at6:00. It
will be in room 215 in the Health and
Physics Building. For details call Bob
Snow 823-2231 or Todd Petrie
382-5933.
PHI DELTA THETA
Phi Delt thanks nc1> for a wonderful
Rock the Arrow! Special thanks to
Kelley, Kelly and Carny!! Phi Delt
welcomes all Af' pledges to tonights
social. Bill-great campout. PD1 PATA.

nKA
Congratulations to the new officers of
nKA. Thanks to the outgoing officers
for keeping Pike #1111 BrothersFireman's Ball is set for December
4... it promises to be a gala event.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Welcome new initiates to the best on
campus. Best of luck to our newly
elected exec. board. Awesome job on
the past year to '92 exec. Fall Banquet
is tomorrow. :Ecl>E & ZTA in '93.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Pig Roast is Saturday night! Get ready .
for the best date function of the
semester-7:00 the bus leaves! Get
..- your dates Zetas! Hey IAE's-Home·
coming '92 and the Tuesday busride
were great-Sig Ep get r~ady for '931
Zetas-don't forget about elections
Sunday night Congrats Lauren-pledge
of the week! We love all our pledgesyou are the best! Zeta Tau Alpha·
'81ways imi~ted-never duplicated!
ZLAM!
Sigma Chi's Animal House Toga

Party Friday Nov. 20 9pm @IX
house. Live band, dancing, party!
party! toga! toga!

•
•

CLUB INFO
SWAT
Free condoms! with safer sex info. plus
additional services to help you get the
most out of living. Stop by the Wellness
Center just for the health of it. X5841.
AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1 pm.
Student Center Room 211 .
Attention Golden Key Memberslll
Honor cords, for graduation, and t-shirts
are available for purchase. Contact
Chuck at 275-6469 for info.

•

Life, what a wonderful choice!!! Ana
281-1501 .
~~~~~~~~~-

UC F Pro-Life Society
Volonteers wanted! Help increase
awareness & respect for life.
Choose life! Info call Ana 281-1501 .

• BIKES
FROM PAGE 1
eration.
Paradise said the committee is
following proper procedures for
the proposal. He said it "is work• ingthewayit'ssupposetowork."
The committee will consider
all students, faculty and staff
before making any changes and
a final decision, Paradise said.
The committee submitted the
• rule to the Advisory Council Oct.
1 for comments. In addition, the
attorney's office sent bulletins
to the building managers for
posting on bulletin boards in
every building on campus.
Brown said the attorney's office
also advertised the hearing in
the Orlando Sentinel Oct. 18.
Brown said Student Government received a copy of the bulletin and that it is SG's responsibility to post the bulletin on
' the Student Center Board.
"If they didn't pay any attention, I'm sorry," Brown said.

•

Classified

Eta Kappa Nu Wheatstone Bridge
Dedication Friday @ 4:00 Nov. 20
members, faculty, & initiates attend for
historical pictures, speakers:
Dean Whitehouse, Engr.
Dr. Robert Betten HKN Natl's
Dr. Tzannes ECE Dept. Chair
Paul Wisniewski HKN President
Initiation Banquet Saturday @ 4:30.

ROOMMATES
N/S F needed for January own bed &
bath $280 1/2· util $100 sec. Sun Key
Call Jacki 678-4128.
Female wants N/S female to share '212
apt. at Bishop Park-pool wt. room
jacuzzi and more $315 + 1/2, 672-2135.
Marketing Major (SR) needs M/F
roommate for Spring semester. Move
in Dec. 9-22. Must be quiet, neat, and
responsible. ONn room. Own full bath.
Microwace, W/D, cable. Call 380-2278
Iv message $237.50/mo. utilities and
phone extra.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service

Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246
*Sherwood Forest*

3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio,
large kitchen, walking distance to UCF.
Please ask about our. move-in-special
.282-5657.
3BR/2Bath apt. Univ/Gldnrd $300 a
month incl. everyting. Call Lauren 6793264.
2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex, fireplace;
washer & dryer hookups, Winter Park
area $495, deposit $495, 12 mo. lease.
Call Dr. Fuller 657-2698, 823-5577
Duplex near UCF. 2 bedr~om 2 bath,
available Jan. 1 $535 mo. 657-5294.

FOR SALE

November 19, 1992

Administrative assistant, help develope
site locations for tranchise rare ground
flvor opportunity, salary plus profit
share, Call 2-4pm M-R only, ask for
Jeannie 407-422-1000.

TYPISTS

Hunters Reserve condo for sale 2Bdr
28th-washer/dryer. $56~0 366-8511 .·
COMPUTERS:
New 386-$695 & up or 486-$830
Complete Autocad System:
386/40DX (Co-Pro)-$1250
or 486/33DX-$1595
Upgrades/repairs/trade-ins
and used systems 407-869-8894.
Queen waveless waterbed (inc. heater
sheets mattress pad) $250; Kenwood
cassette car stereo $125; Technics
portable CD player$75 Pam 366-1068.
Waterbed
Double size waterbed w/six drawers
bookshelf head board heater & sheetsmust sell Call Kerrie at 381-2590 ($75)
Dbl bed w/new frame, 2 dressers w/
mirror & drafting desk w/chair, Call .
Jenny for more info. 823-7665.
Couch $150, love seat$125. Both $225.
Contemporary, brown velour. 678-5477.
2 Garth Brooks ticket<; for sal.e Friday
November 20 Orlando Arena Call
658-4327.
Car stereo and spgaker Blau Punckt/
JVC excellent $150 Call 277-9999.
Ford Mustang equipment, bra, hubcaps,
headlight covers, and car cover. Great
· condition, best offer ask for Chris '
359-9101.

AUTOS

Waitresses needed-no exp required.

Loon Hua Chineses Restaurant
1202 N. Semoran Blvd. phone
275-0n6 ·call or stop by for interview.
Part time .help wanted quadrapalegic
needs help with exercise program. Call
John at 679-5002.
·
Just in time for Christmas!
PT & FT enrollers needed.
100.00 to 300.00/day & residual
income. Immediate openings.
Call 260-9285.
EARN HOLi DAY $$$ part or full-time.
Demonstrate and take orders for
affordable high-tech security"
products. Call Ray, 657-7842.
Student Government is hiring Election
Commissioners for student service.
Must be committed and fair. See Brian
Hanshuh in SG or call 823-2191 .
Deadline December 1.
Colorado Fondue Company

(Critic's choice)
energitic, experienced
individuals. Apply in person for wait
staff openings between 12-4.
(Gooding's Plaza) Red Bug Road
and 436. 767-8232.
Se~ks

Toy trains: Marx, American Flyer,
Lionel, or? Prof. Hartman 823-2317.

HELP WANTED

Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
Wordprocessing $3.00 per sheet.
Conveniently located in Alafaya
Woods Apt. Please call Susan
366-5256.
The Write Type 382-8679
When you want it typed right!
Advance Typing Service
Reports, dissertations, theses, essays.
Call (407) 2n-4744.
Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.
The Word Processor
Papers, resumes, theses.
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50.
Casselberry area. Nancy 339-1093.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR .
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per ~our. Call 297-3715.
Alaska Summer Employment

SERVICES
$cholarships available. Most srudents
quatify. Results guaranteed. Free
financial aid packet. Limited # of
Stlldent jobs. 623-9782 (VIPUCF)

2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. good and affordable
monthly rent please call 695-0548 or
380-9245.

"Th t's their" problem."
SG senator and committee
member Steve Walden said he
was not notified of the meeting.
However, he said Student-Body
President Jason Dibona appointed him two weeks previ:
ously and perhaps the paperwork had not yet reached the
attorney's office. The student
center did place the bulletin, a
representative ·said.
The proposal not only conflicts with student concerns, but
with the existing f).orida Statutes.
Sergeant Sandra
McClendon of UCFs Police Department said the only laws involving bicycles on campus that
she is aware ofis in the statutes
regarding Florida's bicycle
safety laws.
Florida Statute 316.2065 on
·Bicycle Regulations states a person propelling a vehicle by human power upon and along a
sidewalk, or across a roadway
upon and along a crosswalk, has
all the rights and duties applicable to a pedestrian under the _

same circumstances. ·
Some students complained
aboutbicyclistsnotacknowledging their presence when approaching pedestrians. Bicyclists are required by state law
to alert pedestrians before passing.
The statute further states a
person propelling abicycle upon
and along a sidewalk, or across
a roadway upon and along a
crosswalk,, shall yield the rightof-way to any pedestrian and
shall give an audible signal before overlSJ.king the passing of
-such a pedestrian.
Florida Law also guarantees
the same rights to rollerskaters,
rollerbladers and skateboarders. The same statute states: no
person upon rollerskates, or
riding in or by me~s of any
coaster, toy vehicle, or similar
device, may go upon any roadway except while crossing, such
person shallbe granted all rights
and shall be subject to all of the
duties applicable to pedestrians.
Statute 316.1995 clearly de-

4 bedroom ~ bath home 2 car garage

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

LSAT GAE GMAT prep (407) 740-0003.

Fisheries-Students needed! Earn
Guitar/bass lessons at home. 25yrs
$600+per week in canneries or
exp. Former sideman w/Lonnie Mack
$4000+per month on fishing boats.
(toured w/Stevie Ray Vaughan I
Free transportation! Room & board!
· George Thorogood). Now accepting
Over 8000 openings. No experience
students. Beginners welcome. Mike
necessary. Male or female. Get a head
start on summer! For your employment 324-3129.
program call: 1-206-545-4155
Mastercard/Visa
ext.A5418. Student employment
Learn exactly how to fix your credit
services.

door opener, eat-in-kitchen, over 1600
sq. ft., sprinkler, comer lot, and more.
$800/mo. call Hector 623-7588 leave
message.

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

WANTED

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
Interested in cheerleading? Looking for
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, , energitic, independent males and
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide. females with good personalities for
1-805-962-8000 Ext. ~-4628 ·-· -more info call 382-0020 Eva Santi.
'85 Dodge Omni cold air 4 door
automatic new parts $1150 OBO
281-6364.

and get these major cards. Am22ing
recorded message reveals details
672-2416 ext. 823 24 hours.

fines restrictions regarding vehicles driving upon sidewalks
or bicycle paths. According to
the statute: No person shall
drive any vehicle other than by
human power upon a bicycle
path, sidewalk, or sidewalk area,
except upon a permanent or duly
authorized temporary driveway.
The Sidewalk Safety
Committee's proposal goes
~ainstthe Florida Statutes. An.
overtUrn ofthe legislation would
affect every university in the
State of Florida
Although local ordinances allow for the local government of
counties, cities, towns, and other
municipalities to adopt ordinances regulating bicycle riding,
it does not give specify privilege
to the committees of a state university to do so. Some towns
may also require registration
and licensing ordinances for bicyclists.
In addition, the sidewalk
riding may be prohibited entirely or in certain areas such as
business districts.

PERSONALS
Attractive masculine bi male student
seeks same. A regular good looking guy
who likes the beach, to workout, party ·
or just hang out, and would never
answer a personal ad. No fems . P. 0 .
Box 574426, Orlando, FL 32857-4426.
Attractive white male grad student 145#,
30, 5•11• seeks same for friendship. I
am easy going and enjoy biking,
canoeing, dancing, fun. Write P.·o . Box
5463, Winter Park FL 32793-5463.

.s~~~·
-f-6-e
{VJ;e~.r.s
The Society for Professional
Journalists and the Central
Florida Future urge you to
join a protest against the proposed banning of bicycles,
skateboards and rollerblades
on the UCF campus.
Meet this Friday at 8: 15 a.ni.
in front of the Administration
Building and bike, skate or
blade to the UCF Arena,
where we will then attend the
State Board of Regents meeting scheduled for 9:00 a.m.
Bring posters. signs and a
desire to be the instrument of
change. Best yet. cut out our
handy "Button" on the right,
and wear in as a symbol of
solidarity, and help Save the
Wheels!
• see cut-out on p. 5
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lightning skating past
the rest of the NHL
Trace Trylko
SOUND OF LIGHTNING
The casual hockey fan has probably
glanced through the spo~ section and
been shocked t.o find the expansion Tampa
. flirtin .th first la Di
BaYLigh~g . g':1
~ ce. ehard fanatics realize this tease with the top .
has not been
a fluke.
·
ed h
afte
The. Lightrling
return
ome
r
thumpmg New York's Islanders~d.R:a?gers, and s~ted past fell~w Norn~ DiVIS1on
foe _Detroit 6-4. Left Wing Chns Kontos
starredinthevictoiyovertheRedWingsby
knoc~ two ?ucks in the ~et.
The Lightning faced offwith the Ottawa
· Senat.orsFridaynight. TheNationalHockey
11ague'sotherne~teamontheblockfell 10 m the~ meeting betweer_i these team~.
Center Bnan .Bradley pro~ded Tampa s
only offense ~th a first penod goal.

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 12
"•

_ McDowell ·smd he has talked
withBarkeraboutaJ>ossihlecoachingchange.McDoweUbelieves the
be~t situation npght be seperate
- coaChes for the two-teams.

. The first shut.out in franchise history
must be credited t.o goalie Pat Jablonski.
Jablonski stnpped 38 Ottawa shots for his
first career shutnut.
"When it was 1-0 in the third, I was
thinking about the win. I was trying not t.o
think about the shut.out. I didn't want t.o
jinx either," Jablonski said
Jablonski has posted a winningreoord,
while maintalning a goals against average
ofunder three. Head coachTeny cnsp
· has
been impressed with the play ofhis goalies
andtheir:llnportancethrough thefirstquarter of the season.
'Tonightourgoaltendereamedhispaycheck. He earned his own shut.out" Crisp
said.
'
The Lightningwerenotablet.omaintain
this level ofsucooss Saturday night, falling
t.o the Calgary Flames 5-3. Center Adam
Creight.on was responsible for two of
Tampa'sgoals, whileBrianBradleynotched
the other. Despite the loss, Lightning fever

"I am interested in upgrading
the soccer program at-UCF," said
McDowell.
McDowell is considering many
thin.gs that he feels will upgnide
the soccer program, mcluding a
coaching change and perhaps the
completion of a new 15,000 seat
·stadium beside the Arena.

The Tampa Bay Lightning is playing solid hockey and continues
to hang around the top of the Norris Division. <o.Hoog1FuruRE)
packingtheplaceandourplayersknowthe
faris are there," said Crisp.
The Lightning will get another shot t.o
pack.thehouseagainsttheMinnesotaNorth
Stars t.onight at 7:35 p.m. Tampa will take
t.o the road for five games beginning with
Saturday night's game at St. U>uis.
than has been done before."
sitional season for the Knights.
Fall hasn't expressed an inter- They will lose seven starters to
est in the coaching job yet, but graduation. But the team will reMcDowell feels he may be among taina lotofpotential, and a change
the lead,ing applicants if a new or may bring this potential to the
additional coach is considered. An forefront. Perhaps a coaching
announcement is expected t.o be change will take the UCF men's
made by Monday.
soccer program to a new level of
Nextyearmay be a t.ough tran- respect and sureess.

has struck the Bay area. The Lightning
played before another packed house Saturday. Teamo:fficialsbelievethisenthusi-a5tic
support is helping them on the ice.
"Any athlete wants t.o play before a full
house. Our fans really get int.o it. We're

The argument has been that
UCF cannot afford separate
coachesforthemen'sandwomen's
teams. McDowell saidhe believes
it can be done, H~ is hoping t.o
generate more revenue through
attendanceatthenewfieldandhe
is interested in a coach that will
"go out into the community more
I

' RUGBY

Econo
.
Lodge. University

FROM PAGE 12
scrum takes place just outside
the try zone. One pack drives
the other back into the tiy zone,
dragging th~ ball with _them.
The scrum-halft.ouches the ball
in the tiy zone for a score.
Andy Rendell continued the
scoringin the second halfwith a
try and Robb Gingell finished
Jacksonville offwith a drop kick
from 25 yards out with six minutes left.
A drop kick is pretty uncommon in American Rugby and
the team was impressed with
Gingells score.
- "It's hard t.o do," said Rendell.
"You usually don't find players
with the skill and ability to score
that way."
Rendell said the team is in
good position to do well this
weekend and winning the past
three games has helped everyone to get pysched up,
''We got some good workouts
in," he said. "It showed us what
we need to work on before next
weekend."
The team is confident and a
little nervous about the upcoming championship.
"This weekend is the bigqne,"
said Andrew Sherman. "We are
playing Louisiana State University in the first round. They
are the t.oughest team in the
t.oumament. They won regionals
last year. They have a couple of
All-Americans."
The two other teams in the
tournament are the University
of South Carolina and the University of Alabama.
Action starts Saturday morning in Mobile. The tournament
is hosted by Battleship Rugby
Club. The winner advances t.o
the Eastern Rugby Union

Don't believe everythirxJ you hear. _ '!he Air
Force continues to seek outst.arrlin] students
to fill future officer requirements. See
yourself becanin.;J a leader, graduating fran
college as an Air Force officer with fully
developed qualities of character am managerial ability. Notice, too, the q:pc)r-tunities. Like eligibility for scholarship
programs that can pay tuition, textl:xx:>kS,
fees ... even $100 in tax-free i.ncxJne each
academic nonth.
- ~
Visualize a crisp unifonn that reflects
pride in yourself am your ability to accept cballe!!Je. Get the picture? Now make
a call!
(407) 823-1247

u-cF Graduation Rate
$3200
11731 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando . Florida 32817

Custom Color
Calendars!

,

Phone
(407) 273-1500
Reserv. 1-800-874-1 }56

?'~S+~~
FRAME & FUTON

16miflkb

STARTING AT

jiztom

$155

Lake. H:r. .vell
Square
(407) 679-7 172

· · -------~

The XPD-Database, in
the IFDA Standard
Product Data
Exchange Format

~~

r --------------=-- -- I
1 20 % off custom calendars -~~~i

or

I Open 24 hours

•

658-951~

.

I 12215 Umvers1ty Blvd.
I (Across from UCF)

1.;1;11
1:::::

ki n~o·s·
I..
4•:~1~1
I@

the copy center -i~lil
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Laminated cover included Not valid with other offers. One coupon per
customer. Good through 12131/92.

•

For information on:

~;::::::;::::::::~

II

•

1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry. FL 32707

The XPD Database is the
best way to get detailed
information regarding
foodservice products.

1~'llWiJ1

I ;;;

I

XPD

Bring your favorite original photos, graphics, or designs
into Kinko's and we'll create your own personalized
full color calendar.
r--~~--.:....,~,
t Copy original color photos or designs
'~""~JI
t Personalize special dates
t 12 month and year-at-a-glance
formats available
;: : ,. !.!.''
. .

•

....------------------···- -----.
STUDENT SPECIAL

l 0% off w/ ID-excludes sale items

AIM HIGH-AIR :mRCE

•

I

I

• Ideal for holiday gifts

•

Laptop and Desktop
systems for sales
force automation

Call 1-904/672-8434

•
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Lady reporters, sports and the shower scene

•

faces ofunknown~ white, North-of-he-Border, puck-happy athletes. Perhaps an occasional player or two is unoomfortable with
OFFICIAL WORD
women enteril).g their sports domain, but
formostitis not an issue. These gentlemen
After the Orlando Magic's home opener show respect by covering their showered
victory a pack ofreporters converged on the bodies with a towel Hey, Ms. Duncanson,
locker room. My colleague, Offsides colum- the men are not standing on chairs, renist Jenny Duncanson, hesitated and then
sponding, "C'mon baby, want a quote?"
refused to enter this post- game notes and
Ladies, sexualharassmentisnotoccuring
quotes area Her response caught me off in locker rooms across this country. It's time
guard. I mean, what's the big deal?
these pensive female reporters wake up to
Women want to betaken seriouslyin the the realities of professionalism. Ms.
sports journalism field, but shy away from Duncanson, do your job and quit complainthe shower same. What do they fear? The ing. Ask Shaq a quote, don't stare at his 71"
reporters and athletes have jobs to do and frame. Worryaboutyourdeadline; notScott
they do them in a professional manner. Ms. Skiles' towel or lack thereo£ Female reportDuncanson, and all aspiring female report- ers are not that special. They do not need to
ers, the locker room area is not running stand out and most don't. They are report;
rampant with sex-starved journalists or ers who do their jobs and most do. it well.
players. We really aren't salivating over
your presence. The reporter has a job to do
And now, an Official Word aside. Most of
and a deadline to meet. The athlete wants the comments received about last week's
to cool down and get home to family and rip on Gene McDowell have been positive.
friends. This dynamic relationship is recog- In fact, most felt it was long overdue. It
nized by both sides.
seems the only criticisms are emanating
In recent weeks, I have notired an in- from the athletic department and the footcreasingnumberoffemalesportsreporters. ball t.eam. Strange, but I haven't received a
At hockey games, the most the professional letter from any ofthem. Then again, maybe
female reporters notice are the scarred it's not that strange.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Trace Trylko .

Volleyball Results

TAAC
FROM PAGE 12
conditioning offseason. There is a
chance the team will receive a bid
totheNationallnvitational Championships, buttheywon'tknowfor
at least a week. Smith said they
are a committed group and ifthey
want to continue to reach their
goals, they will have to keep practicing.

UCF
Samford

15 12 15 15
1510 4

UCF

this season," McDowell said.
"They have excellent athletes
on defense-it will be a tough
game."
The Knights are led by the
running game of Gerod Davis
who broke 1,000 yards for the
season whenheranfor 170yards
in UCF's 49-31 victory ov~r

CA>IlegeofCharle&t.on 10 10 ll

UCF

15151315
81115 8

UCF

151515
1313 9

FIU

Jenny Duncanson

FROM PAGE 12

15 15 15

FIU

want quotes, I have to enter the locker
room. They say if women wan't to be
reporters~ they have to step inside.
OFFSIDES
This is wrong. Ifa player wants to show
me his body, he has that right (and
I have read Mr. Trivial Trylko's latest should exercise that right). But, if he
Official Word column and I am sitting does not want that, he should not be
down to write a response. (I can do that~ forced into that situation, and neither
you know, Trivial-rm your boss.)
should I.
First and foremost, let me explain my
Second, I should not be ALLOWED
timidity when it comes to the locker roam. in the locker room. Nor should any
I do not believe I will be sexually haITassed, other reporter. They do not let reportand it would not bother me if a few bad ers into the White House bathroom
comments are made. I would just quote and there is a good reason for that.
them.
There are just some places that are
I stay out·of the shower room out of
meant to be private, and the shower
respect for the athletes and their wives or room is one of them.
girlfriends. I do not believe that out ofall the
I ask the NBA, NFL, NHL, AFL and
players on the Magic, Lightning, Predators professional baseball governing bodies
and any other team I cover there are not to do me and all reporters and athletes
some who would prefer I and all other· a favor: make it a standard that playwomen were not there.
ers have to come out of the locker room
And I know ALL the wives and girl- into a press room for interviews. NO
friends don't want me there!
ONE could make any complaints about
Not to mention the fact that I do not feel that.
comfortable. I won't lie, athletes have great
The reporters have an obligation to
bodies and I am not blind, but there needs cover the event and the players, by the
to be a certain level of professionalism.
nature of their jobs, have an obligation
First,IshouldnotHAVEtogointothe to the media. For once we could have
locker room. I have been told that if I an all-win situation.

FOOTBALL·

·a

James Madison last week. Davis
stands at 1,034 yards, the first
time a freshman has gone over
1,000 at UCF.
The passing arm of Darin'
Hinshaw has become a valuable
weapon for the Knights. He has
completed 151 of278 passes for
240Q yards, including 24 touchdowns and 15 int,erceptions.
Hinshaw- rallied the Knights
after a shaky first half against

·- Don't be a butthead ...
join the Great American Smokeout

•

QC COMPUTER
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

•
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNT.ED SOFTWARES, AS LOW AS i.1.22

•

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

.

TEL: 679-3551
. 2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

•

James Madison when he threw
two clutch touchdown passes in
the fourth quarter.
McDowell said he feels the
game against Samford will be a
low- scoring one that will be
decided by who turns the ball
over the most.
"When two good teams play
each other, the turnover factor
playsabigpart,"McDowell said.
"I think we are certainly good
enough to beat Samford and
make it to the playoffs."
The Knights' playoffchances ·
lookgreatshouldtheygetbythe
Bulldogs. Three teams in the
current top 20 are not eligible ·
for the playoffs. Number 13Wil~
liam and Mary, no. 14 Florida
A&M and no. 17 Princeton will
not take part in the I-AA playoffs due to o,t her postseason obligations. Also, three teams
ranked just ahead of UCF are
paired against higher ranking
·teams in next,Satuday's I-AA
matchups.
"The excitingthingis to be on
thebubble,"McDowellsaid. "We
are finally getting some recognition that we have a good football team. It is not far-fetched
that in four weeks we could be

•
•

s
•

Let us handle your personal hair care needs

•

COST CUTTERS®
(FAMILY HAIR CARE)

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

•

I

I
I
I

I
I

One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
$299 .moves you in!
Limited Time Only!
(407) -365-8388
~

•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming· Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

•Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Setvice
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

I

.679-6766

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd. &

OPEN DAILY

Dean Rd.

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

L--------------------------~--------------------------J

11

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

University Blvd.

~
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Lady Knights volleyball team
crowned ·champs of the court
kills,andsevenservireacesagame.
Marie Bonilla thought the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE·
team's strongest point throughThe UCF women's volleyball out the roumament was the pas~
teamsurprisedalotofpeoplewhen ing.
"We have really concentrated
they captured the 1992 Trans
America Athletic Conference on this. Without passingyou don't
Championship last weekend in have a good offense," she said.
Smith was proud of the hard
Atlanta.
The Lady Knights started the work and dedication displayed by
tournament with a trouncing of all the women.
fifth-seeded Samford. They con"Miriam Met<2us and Emily
tinued there winning ways by de- Bridson were named to the Allfeating the first-ranked College of Conference team. I am happy
Charleston. After striking down about that," Smith said.
fellow Floridians from Florida InBridson had 39 digs, 56 kills
ternational Universityinthe ~mi and four service aces in the rourfinals, the women advanced to the nament and Metzcus had 60 digs,
finals to face them again. The 60 kills and four service aces.
Smith was especially proud of
straight-set victory gave the Lady
the freshman factor.
Knights the title.
"With a setter like Emily
''I felt certain it could happen,"
head coach Laura Smith said af.. Queisser, we will win championter the championship. "I knew we ships. She was by far the best
would have a tough season, but setterin the tournament and I am
this was our goal-to win the con- disappointed she didn't make the
ference."
All-Conference team. Amy
Smith was pleased with the Gendreau's defense was a inajor
team's performance. The women factorinthevictories. TanyaGuinn
looked strong throughout the played incredible. She was finally
three-day event, giving up only a decisive force in the victories.
two sets andaveragjllg77 digs, 53 Kari Wisler was the spark plug in
by.Jenni Malone

Emily Queisser helped set UCF up to win the TAAC
Championship over the weekend. (0eHoog1FurnRE)

the finals. She served the aces
when we needed them."
Bridson said the Lady Knights
had a few disadvantages going
into the tournament.
'They givebigger scholarships,
so they have abett.errecruitment..
The players are also older than
our team," Bridson said.
Bonilla recalled how far the
team has come in their first year
together.
''We began as a couple offreshman," she said "Nowweknowwe
can do anything. Weare the best!"
Smith said the team was extremely fortunate that they
avoided injury all year.
"We didn't even have a twisted
ankle all season. That's amazing.
It shows that the women conditi0n and stretch well."
Even though the season has
ended, the women are not cautious in looking towards the future. Bridson saidhergoalfornext
year is to win against some of the
tougher teams, like Florida State
University.
The women will continue the
TAAC continued page 11
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It's do or die tilne for the
Fighting ~ts at Samford
Glenn ~arrasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Knights face a must-win
sitriation when they travel to Birmingham, Alabama to face the Samford Bulldogs on the gridiron this Saturday at
2:30p.m. It will be the final regular season game for the Knights (6-3), who are
hanging on for a last-chance bid for the
16-team postseason field in Division 1AA
The Bulldogs (8-2) are ranked 9th by
the NCAA committee that decides who
goes to the playoffs. The Knights were

among teams also receiving votes in the
the top 20 poll this week.
"This is essentially a playoff game for
us," coach Gene McDowell said. "If we
win, I like·o:ur chances for the playoffs."
The Bulldogs are led by tailback Tank
Edwards who has rushed 160 times for
1,131yards, a 7.laverage. Quarterback
Ben Wiggins has completed 129 of 267
passesforl,707yards,including14touchdowns and seven interceptions.
"Samford has an excellent football
team and will be the best team we faced
~

FOOTBALL continued page 11

Knights geared

Changes on the horizon for
UCF's men's soccer program ·

up·for tourney
Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

·

UCF's Rugby club travels to Aiabama
for Regionals on Saturday. (DeHoog/FuruRE>

.

(j

The whole ordeal had been kept very
quiet.
Apparently, the players petitioned
STAFF REPORTER
Athletic Director Gene McDowell for a
Chances are, there will soon be a coach- change during the season. The players are
ing change on the UCF men's soccer team. hesitant to talk about the internal problems
The Knights are currently coached by because they have been promised a roachBill Barker and assisted by Warren Russ. ing change if they are quiet and patient.
· UCFfinishedB-6-1 this season. Lastseas0n Barker, who is caught in the middle of this
the Knights finished 5-13.
soccer soap opera, chose hiswordscarefully. <
This should not seem like a time for
"So far, there is no change. In the future,
unrest, but there has been a great deal of whoknows? Alotofthingscanhappen. We
second guessing and a lot of what-its.
may have a new AD next year. Nothing is (
The team's primary goal has been to get for cert.a.in," Barker said
recognitionandbe:rankedregionally. What
A change at the top might be necessmy.
baftles the team is why they don't win and Barker is coaching both the men's and
why they can't put it together on the field women's teams. However, the results can
The rumors of change swept to the fore- best be descnbed as a mixed success. The
front in the last two games of the season. Lady Knights enjoyed a season ofnational
The change could be seen on the sidelines in rankings and the men posted a winning
Mike Fall, who had been brought on as a record. However, in both cases the expectapartrtimeassistantlatein the season. Specu- tions exceeded the results.
lation arose that he was being groomed for
the head coachingjob.
SOCCER continued page 1O

Andrew Vamon

TheKnightsRugbyclubhas
been busy proving they have
what it takes to represent this
state at the Regional Championships in Mobile, Alabama on
Saturday.
Since winning the State
Championships on Oct. 17, the
Knights have defeated Tampa
Men's Kreue, Iron Horse Men's
Club and this past weekend
they added the Jacksonville
Men's Club to their list of victims. UCF shut Jacksonville
out, 15-0.
Andrew Sherman began the
scoring near the end ofthe first
half with a push-over try. A
push-over try occurs when a
RUGBY continued page 1O

...

1he Knights hope its playoff dreams are more within reach than this
attempted pass re(:eption against James Madison. (DeHoogiFUTURE)

LIGHTNING PAGE 10
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(dehooglfuture)
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Morrissey last· performed in Florida in the late
eighties while still the lead vocalist of the now defunct
band The Smiths. Morrissey teased Florida followers
last year by playing in neighboring Georgia, a~d then
canceling his Lakeland show last November~
Since that time,· Morrissey and Smiths fans have
dreamed of the day when Morrissey, would again
bring his somber lyrics to the Central Florida area.
Their dreams came true when it was announced in
late October that Morrissey had booked a date at
UCF' s very own arena.
Before the arena doors opened Tuesday night.
hundreds of Morrissey fans, many of them dressed
in Mozza-esque attire, sang the singer's name to the
John Philip Sousas' march "Stars and Stripes Forever." which was reminiscent of the Hulmerist video,
where thousands of Morrissey fans wearing T-shirts
of his likeness were allowed in the concert for free.
The fans at the arena pounded on the doors and tried
to get the security staff to open the doors to let them
inside before eight PM. They resumed singing the
tune whenever a security guard waved an imaginary
directors· baton in the air.

As the concert began the lights dimmed, the roll of
stomping feet on the risers sounded. My heart
pounded as I looked over my shoulder. fearing that
like at many of his other of concerts, the crowd would
be rushing the stage and we would be trampled.
Morrissey finally bounded onto the stage with his
high coifed hair-do and baggy Levi's.
The crowd center stage surged forward, and
bounced up and down frantically as he opened the
show with "You're Gonna Need Someone On Your
Side. " One of the females in the crowd gushed with
excitement as she said, "Oh, my God! He even.better
looklng in real life. "
Some of his adoring fans came bearing gifts such
as roses, gladiolas. dried flowers and an unlikely
plastic fruit arrangement in a gaudy brown basket.
Some people were actually able to hurl their presents
on stage. Afterward. Morrissey kindly returned the
gifts to the audience. He also threw out two maracas,
a tambourine. his blue shimmer shirt and his drummer
offered a set of drum sticks.
During some of his songs Morrissey did a sort of
MORRISEY continued page F2
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She s a rnanmc, maniac.

.
I).

Did you see those daJM Mariocs?
messages from fans in the audience. none instance MerNatafie Merctmt. aid her cororts del~ a stellar chant vmipped arourrl one of the ~uets. to the beat of
perfonnance on October 5 at Bob Carr Perfonning Arts her music and it seemed as if the daisies might fly off arrl hit
Center.
an aldience merrt>er.
Merchant's perfonnance, the hightight of the show that
The songs seemed to flow out of Merchant with little
evening, was reminiscent of arlttle girl dressed in her mother's effort. although Merchant said she really did not enjoy talking
clothing singing in front rJ the mirror. Dressed in alime green, into the microphone to the audience. She did not seem to .
orarge arrl vmite oversized blazer and matching skirt. she have much trol.ble joking with the audience from time to time
· stunned the aooence with her energetic style.
about working at_Disney arrl building Patriot Missiles. During
lhroughoutthe 10,rolManiacsperfonnanceMerchant's one point in the bands performance, she said, "I'd like to
voice dominated the Center. The shear strength of her voice congratulate President Clinton." She rroved ~from the
was amazing. It was hard to believe that soch aforceful sound microphone and then returned to add acute little. "Ha! Ha!"
could come from such a petite young lady.
Although Merchant was the driving force behind the
The shoo opened with the first single from the Maniacs' Maniacs' perfonnance,·the rest of the band deserves several
rew album, Our Time In Eden. \Nhen it was aver it hOO lulled ovations f9r their contnbutions.
the audience into a mellow surreal mocx:I. Then v.+ien MerThe lecrl guitarist strummed his guitar with such venchant began to sing "These Are the Days," the crowd went gear:_-ice that on. at least one occasion he had to replace stings.
wild.
The horn section and the violinist roded their musical talents
The third song of the set. "Like the Weather" was from to avariety of songs, arrl Merchant herself played the piano
the Maniacs' debut album, But it was "In My Tnbe," that a few times.
brought the audience to their feet for the first time during the
Merchant's vivacious performance and fabulous voice
show.
·
were COIYlJlemented by the Maniacs beautiful backdrops
By this time true fans were coming forth in dro\/es. One arrl lighting.
worrian in the audience got the chance to sing along with
Bytheerrloftheshowtheaudiencecouldnotgetenough
Merchant..Andaftertheyhadcompletedtheirduet. Merchant of the Maniacs. In fact, twice the Maniacs returned to the
took the woman's glasses arrl danced arourrl the stage stage to continue short sets because of the crowd's standing
wearing them.
ovations. For those of you v.+io get the qJpartunity to spend
On the other errl of the stage, a woman in the audience a night out with 10,(XX) Maniacs, don't pass it by. It is an
gave Merchant a bouquet of roses along with a eard. After · experience you won't soon forget.
reading the card, Merchant called the woman to the stage in ·
tears and knelt down to talk with her.
• debbie didier Natalie Merchant lead vocalist for the 10,000 Maniacs
Merchant received a variety of bouquets and written
assistant entertainment editqr thrilled concertgoers at Bob Carr. (vanzandt1tuture)
II
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Bigger, Faster, Better, Mofe!' · 1

1

They say blondes have more fun- her voice ranges from soft and
I think not. And that is totally apparent smooth to raw and abrasive, in a
when you hear or better yet experi- matter of seconds as her moods
ence the music of 4 Non Blondes.
swing. ·
The Non Blondes hail from San
4 Non Blondes' debut album, "BigFrancisco and play a mind-boggling ger. Faster, Better, More!," covers
array of styles. So much so that it is a wide variety of topics.
hard to place the band in any one
"Spaceman," with lyrics like
musical category.
" . .. I'll get myself real high and preThe 4 Non Blondes includes lead terid that I'm a spaceman in another
vocalist Linda Perry, guitarist Roger place and time ... " contrasts "Mr.
Rocha, bassistChristaHillhouseand President" and "What's Up," which
percussionist Dawn Richardson.
bitch about the ills of society.
Their music has an unbelievab.l e - . Almost anyone can listen to this
range everything from blues and funk album and find something they like.
to metal and folk as well as what falls According to Perry. "Sex is second, in between.
ary, politics is secondary, everything
The music of the Non Blondes is is secondary to the music." Nothing
easy. yet it sends you down an emo- could be truer about this album.
tional highway with a distinct biting
If you are looking for music that
edge, thanks to Linda Perry's in- will, according to Hillhouse, "bust a
credible range. Perry's voice nerve," you have found itwith4 Non
changes tempo and pitch with · re- Blondes' first release "Bigger,
markable ease, and is responsible Faster, Better, More!"
for setting the tone of each track.
In "What's Up" a folk song, and
• kisha dunn
central florida future
"Pleasantly Blue" a bluesy melody,

1

Homebrew is intoxicating

Neneh Cherry's first album "Raw
Like Sushi," was a flirty mix of rap
and R&B. It had all of the edge and
attitude of late eighties dance music.
This of course is the nineties. and
Cherry's new album makes the mature transition. "Home brew" is a
great collection of rhythm driven
tracks that let go of outdated music
styles and embraces a newer sleeker
sound.
The album's opener. "Sassy," is
a creative blend of street-wise rap
and rhythm jazz-piano. It flows and
pulses.
Instead of sharp deafenipg beats
"Home brew" capitalizes on smoothness, sounds that wrap around the
listener rather than attack you.
"Move With Me." is a moody
piece that was originally featured on
the "Until The End Of The World"
soundtrack. On the soundtrack it

MORRISEY
FROM PAGE F1

Morrissey reaches out to the crowd at the UCF Arena on
Sunday evening. (d&hoog/future)

rhythmic ribbon dance with the microphone
cord getting it wrapped on the amplifiers
occasionally.
Several times Morrissey graciously extended his hanq to the crowd during such
songs as "November Spawned A Monster"
and "Certain People I Know."
Acoustically, some of the lyrics were
muffled in the arena. This was just a little more
than obvious in the bridge of "November
Spawned a Monster," the clarinet solo was
not as prominent as it would have been in
·
other venues.
Since the Atlanta show, last June,
Morrissey and his new band have become

was a basic instrumental version.
Here in its entirety the song takes on
a dream like state. The rhythm line
sounds like a heartbeat that serves
to draw the listener further and further in with every beat.
On the more novel side. "Trout,"
features R.E.M. vocalist Michael
Stipe in a vocal pairing with Cherry
that is most enjoyable. They trade
line after line building into a frenzy
that ultimately leads Stipe to rap.
"Homebrew" proves that Cherry
was not just lucky with her hit song
"Buffalo Stance." While her first album was surprisingly original, her
second album keeps the process
alive. A revamp of style. this drastic.
usually back fires on an artist. Cherry
on the other hand, runs with the ball
and keeps ahead of the game.
• david j shoulberg
staff reporter

more in tune with each other, Which made for
a better concert in some aspects.
Instead of doing all of Morrissey' s slower
and more sedate songs, as in Atlanta, the
group was able to pull off "He Knows I'd Like
To See Him" and "We'll Let You Know."
Monisseys' wish to be a pop star is finally
within reach of the entertainer. Overthe years
since The Smiths, with a cult following in the
States, Morrissey has cast a bewitching spell
on his new listeners.
Even Orlando Magic's Brian Williams
was in attendance Tuesday night. After the
show his was observed giving autographs
and talking with several student about the
concert.

• shannon graham
central florida future
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Hitchhiker's Guide' continues

So you think your life is bad?
Take a look at Arthur Dent's. One
morning he woke up only to find a
buHdozer outside his house, ready
to demolish it. But before he could
get the matter corrected, the earth
was destroyed to make wey for a
hyper space bypass. Ufe only gets
worse for Arthur in "Mostly Harmless." the fifth and last book in the
"Hitchhiker' s Guide to the Galaxy"
series.
Now Arthur finds himself on a
tenibly cold and wet alternate reality of earth- a most boring planet
called NowWhat.
How boring is NowWhat? Very
much, so it would seem, considering that the only animal life on the
planet is.the NowWhattian boghog;
as all others have died of despair.
Writer Ford Prefect's life is not
much better. It seems his employer,
who publishes "The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy," has been
taken overbylnfiniDim Enterprises.
His new editor is not exactly the
most fun guy in the universe to
work for. In their first meeting, he·
. informs him "You Prefect. You do
restaurant column. Me editor. Me

sit here tell you, you
do restaurant column.
You get?"
"Mostly Harmless," ·billed as "the
fifth book in the inc reas in gly inaccuratelynamed Hitchhikers Trilogy", contains
the sanie bizarre humor that made the
otherfourbest-sellers.
Adams once again
does what he does
best- he tells a story
that basically has no
plot, yet is humorous
enough to make the
reader not care. Most
of the situations really
do not make sense,
yet are still quite funny. ·
"Mostly Harmless" is certainly notthe best of the
five Hitchhiker books. Nevertheless; those who likedAda!'flS 's other
books will find this one quife enjoyable. Those who did not like his
other works will not think .. Mostly
Harmless" is.much better.
And for those who have never

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

OUTLET:

.e 0LeNl1\L

FLEl\ M1\RKET
11500 E. COLON.JAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(ACROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)
read any of Adams's books, it is
probably a good idea to ask yourself this question before deciding
whether or not purchase "Mostly
Harmless~ : "Do I want to read a
book where robots ask to sit on
yo1;1r lap?"
• dave bauer
central florida future

Awimer of the Flannery O'Connor and distinguishes them from the teen- while there really is no place to go."
Award for short fiction, T. M. agers they used to be. They have
And then there is Peter, a oneMcNally's "Low Flying Aircraft" becometwenty-sornethingadultsand eyed philosopher, wt'o tells us in
discloses an interconnected web yet are surprised to find themselves "TheRangeofMonocularVision": "I
of personalities weaving in and out
of each other's lives.
The stories are not in chronological order- the time frame flits from
1990 to '76 to '65 and then to the
1980s. While reminiscent of
Faulkner's "As I Lay Dying," each
chapter focuses on acharactertel~ng
his or her side of the story. But the
difference in "Low Flying Aircraft" is
that there is more than one tale to tell.
The characters in "Low Flying
Aircraft" are many, and each have
affected others in such a way that
they cannot escape the memories
left behind.
. Probabty the most poignant aspect of this collection of short stories
is its phibsophical tone. These characters reflect on their lives ~ a
maturity that defines wt-o they are

still searching for answers to the
questions they had years ago.
Sarah tells us in "Breathing is
Key": "Once. }'OU reach your late
twenties, you begin to know why you
do things, though it doesn't alvvays ·
change you from doing them,"
And in "Paris, the Easy Way,"
Sam preaches areN-found perspecwe when he fails to save adying man.
"I think about the old man I
couldn't save, the old man lying
quietly inside his sealed box, un·
able to go anywhere but in, inside
himself to the core of what he once
was," McNal~ writes. "He goes
in, deep inside himself. so deep
until he finally discovers that maybe
the space around the living is more
important than any of us ever
thought. Because maybe after a

· Belz Factory
· Outlet World
Ma112
363-4670

10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

It's a ·bird, it's a plane, it's a frog

>
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remember dreaming what it was we
all knew together that none of us
knew alone, and I thought it must be
akindofknowledgethat'sbiggerthan
yourself- a kind that's truly frightening if you're not with those you really
think you know."
Throughout these stories there is
a strange combination of intensity
and apathy, of loneliness and togethemess. There is a melancholy that
turns into understanding and at other
times, frustration.
.But eitherway, there is a sense of
awareness that wasn't there before.
That is, there is a sense of frierdship
that none of them ever outgrciw and
maybe, don't need to.

FR1. I 2PM -5PM
· SAT. & SUN. 8 AM-SP~
, • Hundreds of sellers, Thousands
, _

of buyers
•Millions of N~w & Used items,
Antique, & Collectibles
• Free Parking; Snack bars
COME ONE, COME ALL TO
BUY OR SELL
DEAL.ER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-888.8 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLH, MGR.

~

Arbour Village Apartn1ents

Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking d~stance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
• Professional management
•Exercise Room

• Oversiz<:;d walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted ,
• Volleyball/ 2 te?Ilis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

• terri pyle
central fbrida future

The Central Florida Future
UCF Student Govemment
Presents

Capitol Records
Retording Artists

THE.CAGES

Free Concert
Friday 20th
at Wild Pizza
12:00 p.m.

Something for those
of you who aren't taking

·Kaplan Prep ·
We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, GMAT, ORE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taking Kaplan Prep~™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

KAPLAN
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST Q(JESTION

273-7111
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CopJ>ola film has bite
Ryder brings p(ince to his knees in new vampire flick
Here occurred the frightening and shocking history of
Prince Dracula...
and the woman he loved.
Vampires do exist.
This one we light.
This one we laee.
He can take on many forms.
He is both young and old.
He can appear as mist,
as vapor, as the fog
and he can vanisl, at will.
The power ol his evil desire
has no end.,"
0

... Van Helsing

from BRAM STOKER'S DRACULA
Dracula.
Devil.
Emperor of the Night.
In his adaptation of "Bram Stoker's
Dracula," director Francis Ford Coppola
creates a horror classic that redefines
the art of filmmaking. With uncanny
vision Coppola gives the audience a
riveting look into hell, through the eyes of
an immortal vampire.

Coppola reveals the mysterious tale
of Dracula and Mina's tortured romance
with brilliant style Coppola charms mov
iegoers and leads them through a horrific
and thrilling adventure. His use of backward shot scenes and the unbelievable
wayCopP<>la' s manipulation of Dracula's
shadow instills depth and realism to the
mystic eerieness of Oldman' s character-Dracula, prince of darkness.
As a man young and old, wolf and
vampire. Gary Oltjman portrays Dracula
as a stylistic villain, heroic in his actions,
yet murderous in his intentions. Oldman' s ·
focus on the moral. emotional and supernatural aspects of his character creates an unwortdly balance of devil and
angel.
As a woman shy and innocent, faithful
yet d~vious. Winona Ryder interprets
Mina as a pure creature tom from innocence by Dracula's sinfulness as she
encounters the embodiment of her suppressed sexual _desires.
As a man wise and determined, unorthodox and vengeful, Anthony Hopkins
depicts Van Helsing as a veritable antith0

Mina (Winona Ryder) is suduced by Dracula's (Gary Oldma.n) eternal
charms in "BRAM STOKER'S DRACULA." (courte~y1co1umbial
esis to the cunning vampire. Hopkin's
combinat1on of drama and unfeeling sarcasm makes his character Van Helsing
an formidable adversary to Dracula.
B'ram Stoker's novel and Coppola's
graphic interpretation of it on film may for

all time change the world 's concept of
the tale of Dracula.

• tim wassberg
central florida future

A compelling new magazine hits the stands
'Vibe'. maga;rine brings 'Rt::)lling Stone' image to hip-hop lifestyle
Nestled among the usual music maga- reviews and global hip-hop news, there
zines catering to the rock 'n' roll crowd is something in the magazine to attract
and young readers, a new magazine with everyone who subscribe to hip-hop phia different audience in mind made its losophy.
The articles cover diverse subject
debut this October. The cover of Vibe,
with a white background, featuring matter ranging from rap artist's tattoos
Naughty by Natures' Treach with red to white people who think they are black
lettering reading across his chest, to all female gangs.
catches the eye.
Many writers of these articles are
Written to the beat of the hip-hop young, intelligent and in some cases
drummer, Vibe magazine aims to attract widely published. For example, many
the crowd that. has in the most part. may remember Kevin Powell as the young_
been ignored by the magazine business. black poet/writer on MTV' s Real Wortd.
This particular crowd is the over eigh- Powell has been published in Rolling
teen-year-old that is interested ·in the Stone, and The New York Times among
hip-hop style of living.
other publications with large circulations.
According to a letter to the readers,
Although there are many other maga" ... hip-hop is the most important music zines currently on the racks that do
culture to emerge since rock 'n' roll..." feature rap or hip-hop. Vibe is the only
Founded by music· industry great one that goes beyond the music to the
Quincy Jones, Vibe recognizes the fact actual source- the people behind the
that hip-hop's music, culture and mood movement. This includes the musicians,
is not just another fleeting trend. The writers, influential artists from different
letter to the readers also points out that styles of music and people who live hipover the years, this particular genre of hop everyday.
music has continually "reinvented itself,
For those who enjoy the music of
by absorbing new and ever-changing Bobby Brown, Naughty by Nature or
influences from jazz. rock, reggae, R&B, Queen Latifah and for those who like to
soul, funk, house. even metal. "
dress in Cross Colors, be advised, Vibe
The magazine's format is well done has got it going on!
and similar to that of Rolling Stone. Vibe
has features, fashions. columns, music
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